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Irreversible magnetization under rotating fields and lock-in effect on a ErBa2Cu3O7Àd single
crystal with columnar defects
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We have measured the irreversible magnetization (M i) of an ErBa2Cu3O72d single crystal with columnar
defects~CD!, using a technique based on sample rotation under a fixed magnetic fieldH. This method is valid
for samples whose magnetization vector remains perpendicular to the sample surface over a wide angle
range—which is the case for platelets and thin films—and presents several advantages over measurements of
ML(H) loops at fixed angles. The resultingM i(Q) curves for several temperatures show a peak in the CD
direction at high fields. At lower fields, a very well defined plateau indicative of the vortex lock-in to the CD
develops. The H dependence of the lock-in anglewL follows the H21 theoretical prediction, while the tem-
perature dependence is in agreement with entropic smearing effects corresponding to long range vortex-defects
interactions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of the angular dependence of vortex pinning
high-temperature superconductors~HTSC! with tilted colum-
nar defects has revealed a richer variety of phenomena
pinning regimes than originally expected. At high tempe
tures and magnetic fields, the uniaxial nature of pinning
CD dominates the vortex response.1 This is clearly seen, for
instance, when isothermal magnetization loopsM (H) are
measured for different field orientations.2 At fixed field
modulusH, the irreversible magnetizationMi5

1
2 DM ~where

DM is the width of the hysteresis, proportional to the pers
tent current densityJ) exhibits a well defined maximum
whenHiCD. For other orientations ‘‘staircase vortices’’ d
velop. In a previous study we have shown2 that in
YBa2Cu3O7 ~YBCO!, and due to the simultaneous presen
of CD, twin boundaries and crystallographic ab-planes, c
related pinning dominates over random pinning for all orie
tations, forming staircases of different configuration~i.e.,
with segments locked into different correlated structures! de-
pending on the field direction.

An additional feature is the existence of a lock-in pha
When the angle betweenH and the CD is less than a lock-i
anglewL(H,T), it is energetically convenient for vortices t
ignore the H orientation and to remain locked into th
tracks.3,4 Since wL scales as 1/H, in practice this effect is
only visible at low fields. An experimental manifestation
the lock-in regime is the existence2 of a ‘‘plateau’’ in the
irreversible magnetization,Mi(Q)'const, over a certain an
gular range. HereQ is the angle between the normal to th
platelet crystal,n ~which coincides with the crystallographi
c axis! andH, defined within the plane that contains the C

At low fields, an additional effect must be taken into a
count. Due to both the anisotropic superconducting respo
of the HTSC and the sample geometry, the direction of
internal fieldB, that coincides with the direction of the vo
tices, differs from that ofH. As the uniaxial pinning of the
0163-1829/2001/64~14!/144502~8!/$20.00 64 1445
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CD maximizes whenB ~rather thanH) is aligned with the
tracks, the maximum inMi(Q) occurs at an angle that pro
gressively departs2 from the orientation of the tracksQD as
H decreases.

The low field misorientation betweenB and H poses a
serious experimental concern. All studies of the pinni
properties of tilted CD that are based solely on measu
ments atHiCD, or on comparison of this orientation with
few others, give valid information at high fields, but are m
leading at low fields; vortices are just not oriented in t
right direction. To avoid this problem, a rather comple
knowledge of the angular dependent responseMi(H,Q) is
required.

In this work we present a procedure that allows us
obtain directlyMi(Q) by rotating the sample at fixedH and
T. This method has the advantage that a fine grid can
easily obtained in the angular ranges of interest, thus per
ting the exploration of the various regimes with significan
improved angular resolution. We apply this experimen
procedure to investigate the pinning produced by tilted CD
an ErBa2Cu3O7 single crystal. We present a detailed analy
of the lock-in angle as a function ofH andT. The width of
the lock-in regime is shown to follow a 1/H dependence ove
a wide temperature range, and from the temperature de
dence of the slope ofwL vs 1/H we determine the entropic
smearing functionf (T/T* ).

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The sample used in this work is a rectangu
ErBa2Cu3O72d single crystal platelet of dimensions 0.4
30.3330.01 mm3, grown by the self-flux method in a com
mercial yttria-stabilized-zirconia crucible.6 After growth it
was annealed under oxygen atmosphere for 7 days at 450
This sample was then irradiated with 309 MeV Au261 ions
~whose penetration range in this material is;15 mm) at the
TANDAR accelerator in Buenos Aires~Argentina!, to intro-
©2001 The American Physical Society02-1
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duce columnar defects at an angleQD'30° off the c axis.
The rotation axis, which is perpendicular to the plane form
by thec axis and the track’s direction, is parallel to the lar
est crystal dimension. The irradiation dose was equivalen
a matching field ofBF51 T. After irradiation the sample
presented a superconducting transition temperature oTc
590.0 K and transition width ofDT,1 K.

Magnetization experiments were conducted on a comm
cial superconducting quantum interference device~SQUID!
magnetometer~Quantum Design MPMS-5!, equipped with
two sets of detectors that allow to record both the longitu
nal (ML) and transverse (MT) components of the magnet
zation vectorM , with respect to the longitudinally applie
field H. We have developed a sample rotation system~hard-
ware and software! that solves the problems usually involve
in the measurement ofMT , and thus allows us to study th
response of the samples at arbitrary orientations. We h
used that system in the past to measure magnetization l
M (H) at different field orientations in samples similar to t
one investigated here.2,5 In those experiments the sample
initially rotated to the desiredQ, then zero-field-cooled
~ZFC! from aboveTc to the desired measuring temperatu
T. BothML(H) andMT(H) are then measured, and the sep
ration between the upper and lower branches of both lo
@DML(H) andDMT(H)# is used to calculate the amplitud
Mi5

1
2 ADML(H)21DMT(H)2 and direction QM

5arctan@DMT(H)/DML(H)# of the irreversible magnetiza
tion vectorM i .

The alternative rotating sample measurements prese
here are performed by setting up a desired initial st
(T,H,Q) and then recordingML(Q) andMT(Q) for fixed T
andH. The sample is rotated a given angle step~typically 1°
to 3°) and remeasured. Usually, the procedure is repe
until the crystal completes 2 or 3 full turns. This provides
with redundant information that contributes to improve t
quality of the data. After careful subtraction of the signal
the plastic sample holder~which has only longitudinal com
ponent and is small, linear inH, almost temperature indepen
dent and, most importantly, angle independent! and of the
reversible response, the irreversible componentsMLi(H) and
MTi(H) are used to determineMi5AMLi(H)21MTi(H)2

andQM5arctan@MTi(H)/MLi(H)#.

III. ROTATING MEASUREMENTS

A. Meissner response

We began this study with an analysis of the Meiss
response. To that end we ZFC the crystal, then applied a
H smaller than the lower critical fieldHc1(Q) for all Q, and
subsequently performed the rotating measurements. Ide
under those conditions there are no vortices in the crystal
the response depends neither on the material anisotropy
on the pinning properties, it is totally determined by t
sample geometry. As was previously shown,7 ML(Q) and
MT(Q) for a thin platelet should follow the dependencies

4pML~Q!52HS 1

2n
cos2 Q1

1

12n
sin2Q D , ~1!
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4pMT~Q!52HS 1

2n
2

1

12n D sinQ cosQ, ~2!

where n is the appropriate demagnetizing factor, which
essentially given by the thickness of the platelet~t! divided
by its width (W). These equations can be easily rewritten

ML52M02M2Qcos 2QH , ~3!

MT52M2Qsin 2QH , ~4!

where

4pM05
H

2 S 1

2n
1

1

12n D , ~5!

4pM2Q5
H

2 S 1

2n
2

1

12n D . ~6!

Equations~3! and ~4! indicate that the magnetization vecto
M can be visualized as the sum of a fixed contributionM0,
antiparallel toH, and a rotating contributionM2Q with a
periodicity of 180°. This suggests that a convenient way
plot these data is on anML , MT plane. In this presentation
the Meissner response is expected to lie on a circumfere
of radiusM2Q centered at (ML ,MT)5(2M0,0). One com-
plete circumference is drawn by a rotation of 180°. An e
ample of this procedure~for T560K and H550Oe) is
shown in Fig. 1. The crystal was rotated by two comple
turns, thus there are four sets of data points covering 1
each, which are clearly separated in two groups. This is
to a small remnant magnetizationMR , which origi-
nates from the small residual field that is usually pres
during the ZFC.7

The vectorMR has fixed modulus and its direction re
mains fixed with respect to the sample during rotation,7 thus

FIG. 1. MT versusML polar graph in the Meissner phase fo
T560 K andH550 Oe. Open symbols: raw data. Solid symbo
pure Meissner response~the remnant contribution was removed!.
2-2
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IRREVERSIBLE MAGNETIZATION UNDER ROTATING . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 144502
MRL5MRcos(Q1QR) andMRT5MRsin(Q1QR), whereMR
andQR are constants. SinceMR(Q) has a one fold period
icity, it breaks the Meissner twofold periodicity and splits t
experimental data into two sets. Indeed, by fitting the dat
Fig. 1 using a combination of the Meissner and remn
contributions we can easily determine and remove the r
nant part and all points collapse on a single circumfere
~solid symbols!. Figure 1 is an extreme example of remna
influence, chosen to show that even in that case the Meis
response can be obtained. By carefully canceling the resi
magnetic field in the ZFC procedure we can obtain a m
smallerMR such that both circumferences of raw data in F
1 almost collapse on a single one.

Equations~3! and ~4! were used to fit several measur
ments for different temperatures and fields, and used to
culate the sample volumeV'1.4531026 cm3 and demag-
netization factorn'0.033. Both results are in very goo
agreement with the values directly determined from crys
dimensions (V;1.4631023 cm3;n'0.03).

B. critical state

We now focus on the high field range, where the crysta
in the mixed state. Figure 2~a! showsML(Q) andMT(Q) for
a rotation at 70 K and 8 kOe, where the angle independ
background due to the holder has already been removed
ML . As the reversible magnetization of the superconduc
@;(F0/32p2l2)ln(Hc2 /H);5G# is negligible compared to
M i , the response is dominated by vortex pinning. The cur
in Fig. 2~a! sexhibit a rich structure, due to the combinati
of crystalline anisotropy, directional vortex pinning and ge
metrical effects. In order to extract useful information fro
them, we must first establish the relation betweenM i and the
screening currentJ flowing through the crystal.

For simplicity, we will analyze the case of a thin infinit
strip of aspect ration5t/W!1, that can rotate around it
axis, which is perpendicular toH. Let us assume that th
strip was originally ZFC at an angleQ and H was subse-
quently applied@the initial condition in Fig. 2~a!#. If H is
high enough we can consider8 that a current density of uni
form modulusJc(Q) flows over the whole volume. ThisJ is
parallel to the strip axis and it reverses sign at the plane
contains the axis andH.

It has been shown9–11 that, in this fully penetrated critica
state and as long asn tanQ!1, the angle betweenM i and

the sample normaln is a;arctan(23n
2 tanQ)!Q. That is,M i

remains almost locked ton due to a purely geometrical ef
fect. For the particular crystal of the present study,a should
be smaller than 1° forQ<80°. Another result10 is that, al-
though in principle the geometrical factor relatingMi with
Jc(Q) depends onQ, within that same angular range th
variations are given by the factor (12 2

3 n2 tan2Q) and thus
are negligible.

We now discuss what happens when the strip is rota
away from this initial state by a small angled Q. The result
will depend on the direction of rotation. Ifn approachesH
@this corresponds to the angular ranges 90° to 180° and 2
to 360° in Fig. 2~a!#, the normal componentH' will in-
crease, thus inducing screening currents at the edges o
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crystal in the same direction as those already flowing. Vo
ces will then displace to satisfy the conditionJ<Jc(Q
1d Q) everywhere. IfJc(Q1d Q)<Jc(Q) the new distri-
bution will be analogous to the initial one, withJ5Jc(Q
1d Q) everywhere and the boundary of current reversal
tated by an angled Q in order to remain parallel toH. On
the contrary, ifJc(Q1d Q).Jc(Q), the new field profile
will propagate all the way to the center of the sample only
dH'5Hsin(Q)d Q, is larger than the maximum possible a
ditional screening;t@Jc(Q1d Q)2Jc(Q)#. The condition
for the ‘‘full penetration of the rotational perturbation
is thus

Hsin~Q!>t
dJc

dQ
. ~7!

If the inequality ~7! is satisfied, the vortex system wi
evolve under rotations maintaining a fully penetrated criti
state with uniformJ. In other words, the state at anyQ will
be the same that would have formed by increasingH after
ZFC at that orientation. Then, as long asn tanQ!1, the

FIG. 2. ~a! Components of the magnetization vector,MT and
ML , as a function of the angle forT570 K andH58 kOe. The
direction of rotation is such that the conditionsH'c,Hi CD, and
Hi c proceed in that order.~b! MT vs ML polar graph of the same
CW rotation of~a! ~full symbols! together with the CCW rotation.
2-3
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condition thatM i is almost parallel ton is preserved. We
have experimentally confirmed this fact:a<1° for all mea-
surements conducted in this work, except in a very narr
angular range around the ab-planes, where a flip inM i

occurs.10 Thus, from now on we will plot all the results as
function ofQ. Furthermore, we can obtainJc(Q) by simply
multiplying Mi by the angle independent factor that corr
sponds to the relation valid forHin. If Eq. ~7! is not satis-
fied, J will be subcritical in part of the sample and this rel
tion is no longer valid.

If the crystal is rotated in such a way thatn moves away
from H ~so H' decreases!, the new screening currents in
duced at the edges of the crystal will oppose to those alre
flowing. As the rotation progresses the boundary between
old and newJ directions will move inwards, until eventuall
the new critical state propagates to the whole sample. F
that point the situation will again be analogous to that
ready discussed, except thatM i will be paramagnetic instea
of diamagnetic.

A rotation at fixedH is to some extent analogous to
hysteresis loop.9 Rotatingn towardsH increasesH' , which
is roughly equivalent to increasingH at Q50°, moving
along the lower~diamagnetic! branch of the loop. Decreasin
H' ~either by rotatingn away fromH or by crossing theHic
condition!, is equivalent to reversing the field sweep, th
producing a switch to the other branch of the loop. This i
useful analogy for the analysis of the rotations, although
should not be pushed too far.

A basic difference is that a rotation also produces a va
tion in the parallel field component,dH i5Hcos(Q)d Q. This
generates screening currents flowing in opposite direct
on the upper and lower surfaces of the strip, which produc
tilting force on the vortices.12–14 If the perturbation propa-
gates all the way to the central plane, the result is a rota
of the vortex direction followingH, the situation that we
have implicitly assumed above. However, if pinning we
strong enough it could preclude the propagation of the
beyond a certain depth, thus generating a critical state a
the crystal thickness, with a central segment of the vorti
remaining in the original direction.12–18 If this effect were
significant, as the rotation proceeded the orientation of
vortices would lag behind the field direction. In an extrem
case, vortices deep inside the sample would rotate rig
with it, a situation that has indeed been observed.19–21As we
will show below, in the present case we have clear exp
mental evidence that the misorientation between the vo
direction andH due to this lag effect is negligible, so all th
complication can be ignored.

We now analyze the curves shown in Fig. 2. The meas
ment starts atQ;30° ~point A! with n rotating away from
H. Thus,J initially undergoes a flip until the reversed full
penetrated critical state is formed~point B!. From here the
evolution of the system turns independent of the initial co
ditions and becomes two fold periodic. From point C (Q
590°) to point E (Q5180°) the system evolves in a full
penetrated critical state~in the hysteresis loop analogy, this
equivalent to increasing the field from zero toH). Clearly
visible within this angular range is the peak in bothML and
14450
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MT at Q;150° ~point D!, that corresponds to the directio
of the CD. At point E,MT is null as expected by symmetry
while ML begins a quick flip due to the reversal of th
screening currents asH' reaches a maximum atHin and
then starts to decrease. The end of this flip at point G in
cates that the critical state is completely reversed. From G
C’ (Q5270°) the evolution is analogous to a field decre
ing portion of a loop.

Note that between E and G there is one unique an
~point F! where bothML andMT are null. This condition is
equivalent to the uniqueH value in the switch from the lowe
to the upper branch of aM (H) loop whereM i50. The fact
that the conditionML50 occurs at the same angle whe
MT50 confirms that the background signal has been c
rectly subtracted, and we have systematically made us
this checking procedure.

In Fig. 2~a! the direction of rotation is such that the co
ditions H'c; HiCD andHic proceed in that order. We de
fine this as a clockwise~CW! rotation. In contrast, in a coun
terclockwise~CCW! rotation the alignment occurs whenn is
moving away fromH. The consequences of this differenc
are described below.

In Figure 2~b! the same CW data of Fig. 2~a! is shown in
an ML vs MT polar graph~full symbols!, together with the
CCW rotation under the same conditions~open symbols!. In
both cases the initial behavior until the critical state is fu
developed~portion A, B in the CW and P, Q in the CCW!
and the subsequent 180°-periodic evolution in the criti
state ~covering approximately two periods of 180°) a
clearly distinguished. Another feature that is apparent in t
representation is that the magnetization vector pas
through the origin (M i50) and reaches the opposite qua
rant each time that~i! a rotation starts movingn away from
H or ~ii ! the niH condition is crossed.

Although the CW and CCW curves in Fig. 2~b! are simi-
lar ~rotated in 180° with respect to each other! they also
exhibit some differences. The most obvious one is that
peak at the CD direction~dotted line! is prominently seen in
the CW rotation~point D!, while in the CCW rotation it is
partially suppressed by the flip ofM i . The flip starts atHin,
and ends at the angleQF where the fully reversed critica
state is achieved. Making use of the loop analogy, this
quires a field decrease of;2H* , whereH* (H,T) is the well
known full penetration field, then

2H* 5H~12cosQF!. ~8!

This analysis indicates that there is a blind range in
rotation measurements, extending up to an angleQF from n,
where the critical state is not fully developed and thusJ
cannot be extracted. Depending on the direction of rotat
this blind range occurs either in the same quadrant of the
~case CCW! or in the opposite~case CW!. As QF decreases
with H, in CCW rotations the peak due to the CD is tota
hidden at low fields but can be fully measured at hi
enoughH.

The values ofQF are easily obtained from Fig. 3~a!,
whereMi is plotted as a function ofQ for the same two sets
of data~CW and CCW! of Fig. 2~b!. We observe here tha
2-4
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the agreement between the CW and CCW data is excel
thus they can complement each other to eliminate the b
region at low angles. EstimatingQF;25° for the CW rota-
tion andQF;30° for the CCW case, and using Eq.~8! we
obtain H* ;370 and;540 Oe, respectively. We can chec
the consistency of these estimates in two ways. First,
know that in a thin sampleH* ;Jt. Combining with the
critical state relationJ;60Mi /W ~valid for a square platelet!
we haveH* ;60Mit/W;1.8Mi . From the figure we have
Mi(QF);200 G for the CW and;340 G for the CCW, so
we getH* ;360 and;610 Oe respectively, in very goo
agreement with the above estimates. On the other hand
can compare the values ofH* obtained from Eq.~8! with
those directly measured in hysteresis loops at the approp
angles. We have done so for several temperatures and fi
and we have systematically obtained very good consiste

Figure 3~a! confirms that the condition~7! is satisfied in
this measurement. In fact, the largest slopedMi /dQ
;1 kG/rad, that occurs atQ;233°, implies that
tdJc /dQ;1.8 kG/rad, which is indeed smaller tha
Hsin(Q);4.4 kG. This condition is also fulfilled in all the
cases discussed in the next section.

In order to compare the data measured by sample r
tions with those resulting from traditional loop measu
ments, in Fig. 3~a! we also includedMi values at severalQ
obtained in the latter way at the sameT and H ~large open
diamonds!. The agreement is very good over the full range
angles, except that the loop values tend to be somew
smaller. This is a feature observed for all measured fie
and can be explained by the fact that a rotation step

FIG. 3. Irreversible magnetizationMi as a function ofQ at T
570 K for ~a! H58 kOe together with data obtained from hy
teresis loop measurements~b! several fields.
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process that takes only a couple of seconds, while a fi
increase and stabilization typically requires more than 1 m
in our magnetometer, during which theM i is already relax-
ing. Indeed, by performing short relaxation measureme
we have verified that the rotation data approaches the l
data after 1–2 min. This results in another advantage of
rotations over the loops: measurements are made close
the true initial critical state.

Finally, the coincidence of the CW and CCW rotatio
and the loops, particularly in the region of the peak due
the CD, rules out the possibility that vortices lag significan
behind the direction ofH in our rotating sample experiments
In summary, the information obtained from our rotation me
surements is essentially the same as that provided by hy
esis loops, with several advantages including the possib
to acquire significantly more data points for each field. T
feature permits a more detailed analysis of the peak ass
ated with the uniaxial pinning of the CD, as will be shown
the next section.

IV. DETERMINATION OF THE LOCK-IN ANGLE

A complete set of rotations at 70 K for different applie
fields is shown in Fig. 3~b!. At high fields~above;6 kOe)
a well-defined peak at the CD direction is observed. At low
fields (1 kOe<H<5 kOe) the peak progressively broa
ens and transforms into a plateau@a certain angular range
whereMi(Q);const#, while it shifts towards thec axis. We
had previously reported2 all these features in YBa2Cu3O7
crystals.

The plateau represents the angular range of applied
over which it is energetically convenient for the vortices
remain locked into the columnar defects, thus its angu
width is twice the lock-in anglewL . Below this angle, the
vortices are subject to an invariant~and maximum! pinning
force. According to theoretical models3,4

wL.
4pA2« l« r~T!

F0H
, ~9!

where« l is the vortex line tension and« r(T) is the effective
pinning energy.

Equation~9! predicts thatwL should be inversely propor
tional toH. The improved resolution of the rotation measur
ments, that permits a much better determination of the wi
of the plateau, allows us to test this dependence. To that
we have measured several other sets of data similar to
3~b!, for a wide range of temperatures~35 to 85 K!. A few
examples of the observed plateaus are shown in Fig. 4.

We then extracted the plateau width for every measu
ment which displayed such a feature. This procedure w
done very carefully, including an over-zealous estimate
the errors involved. The results for all measurablewL are
plotted as a function ofH21 in Fig. 5. This figure clearly
demonstrates theH21 dependence ofwL , as evidenced by
the solid lines which are the best linear fits to the data po
for each temperature.

According to Eq.~9!, the data in Fig. 5 should extrapola
to the origin, which is clearly not the case. For all the te
2-5
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peratures where reliable extrapolations can be made~35–80
K! the linear fits systematically give apositivevalue of wL
;1.5° to 3° atH2150, which is above the experimenta
error. There are at least two reasons for this discrepanc
the first place, we experimentally determinewL from the in-
tersection of straight lines extrapolated from the plateau
the slopes at both sides of it~see Fig. 4!. Due to the rounded
ends of the plateau, this definition tends tooverestimatewL .
Second, the natural splay of the tracks will tend to wa
away the expected cusplike behavior at high fields, thus
contributing to the overestimate ofwL . It is clear, on the
other hand, that the influence of the splay is not too drama
as we indeed observe a rather sharp peak at high field
seen in Fig. 3~b!. TRIM calculations show that22 in our irra-
diation conditions, the median radian angle of splay slow

FIG. 4. Irreversible magnetizationMi as a function ofQ in the
region of the plateau atT550 K and 70 K for several fields.

FIG. 5. Lock-in anglewL versus 1/H for several temperatures
The straight lines are fits according to Eq.~9!.
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increases from zero at the entry surface of the crystal to;3°
at a depth of 8mm, and then grows faster to;6° at the exit
surface.

We now want to analyze whether Eq.~9! provides a sat-
isfactory description of the temperature dependence of
lock-in effect. As this expression does not account for
nonzero extrapolation ofwL discussed in the previous para
graph, it would be incorrect to force a fit through the orig
to determine the prefactor ofH21. Instead, it is appropriate
to identify such prefactor with the slopesa(T)
5dwL /d(H21) of the linear fits. Indeed, the splay of the C
is a geometrical feature independent of H and hence it sho
only add a constant width to the plateau, without changing
field dependence. To a first approximation, the round
edges of the plateau will also introduce an additive const
without significantly affecting the slope. Figure 6 shows t
temperature dependence ofa(T) ~solid symbols!. As ex-
pected,a(T) decreases with increasingT, reflecting the fact
that the lock-in angle at fixedH decreases withT due to the
reduction of both the line tension and the pinning energy.
a quantitative analysis it is necessary to know the exp
sions for« l and « r(T). In our experiments the appropriat
line tension is that corresponding to in-plane deformatio
~see pages 1163–1164 in Ref. 4!, « l5@«2«0 /«(Q)# ln k,
where«05(F0/4pl)2, the penetration depthl corresponds
to Hic, the mass anisotropy«!1 and «2(Q)5cos2(Q)
1«2sin2(Q). The temperature dependence of the superc
ducting parameters appears in« l throughl(T). On the other
hand,« r(T) is given by4,3

« r~T!5h
«0

2
lnS 11

r 2

2j2D 3 f ~x!, ~10!

wherer'50 Å is the radius of the tracks,j is the supercon-
ducting coherence length, and the dimensionlessefficiency
factor h<1 accounts for the experimental fact that the p
ning produced by the CD is smaller than the ideal.23 In ad-
dition to the intrinsic temperature dependence of the sup
conducting parameters, this expression contains an additi
temperature dependent factorf (x), known as theentropic
smearingfunction, which accounts for the thermal fluctu

FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of the slopesa(T)
5dwL /d(H21) of the linear fits of Fig. 5~full symbols!. The solid
line is a fit to Eq.~11!.
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tions of the flux lines. Herex5T/Tdp , whereTdp is a char-
acteristic field-independentdepinning temperature. Combin-
ing all these elements, at the track’s directionQ5QD we
obtain

a~T!'
F0«

8pl2
lnS 11

r 2

2j2D 3Fh 2 lnk

«~QD!
f ~x!G1/2

, ~11!

In the original work of Nelson and Vinokur,3 where only a
short rangepinning potential was considered, the entrop
function for x.1 was approximately given byf sr(x)
;x2exp(22x2). However, according to a further refineme
of the model,4 where thelong rangenature of the pinning
potential was taken into account, this function~for x.1)
takes the formf lr (x);exp(2x).

We can now fit the experimentally determineda(T) using
Eq. ~11!. To that end we use the long range resultf lr (x) and
fix the reasonably well known superconducting parame
of the material«'1/5; lnk'4 andj515 Å/A12t ~where
t5T/Tc). We also assume the usual two-fluid temperat
dependencel(T)5lL/2A12t4, where lL is the zero-
temperature London penetration depth. The free parame
are thenTdp and the combinationlL /h1/4. The best fit,
shown in Fig. 6 as a solid line, yieldslL /h1/45360 Å and
Tdp530 K.

Based on the results of Figs. 5 and 6, there are a num
of considerations that can be made at this point. The first
is that the Bose-glass scenario contained in Eqs.~9!–~11!
provides a quite satisfactory description of the lock-in eff
over the whole range of temperature and field of our study
addition, the obtainedTdp is smaller, but still reasonably
similar to the value;41 K that we had previously found fo
several YBCO crystals using a completely different expe
mental method.23,24This low Tdp ~well below the initial the-
oretical expectations! indicates that the efficiency factorh is
rather small, what is also consistent with the less than o
mum Jc observed here and in several previous studies.
low matching fields as that used in the present work, it w
estimated23 that h;0.220.25.

The exact value ofh has little influence in our estimate o
lL , as it only appears ash1/4. For h50.2 andh51 we get
lL5250 and 360 Å, respectively, a factor of 4 to 5 smal
than the accepted valuelL;1400 Å. Zhukovet al.25 had
rg
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reported a similar discrepancy when studying the lock-in
fect by both CD and twin boundaries in YBCO. In a previo
study in YBCO crystals with CD, we had also found that t
misalignment betweenB andH at low fields~due to anisot-
ropy effects! was well described using alL significantly
smaller than the accepted value.2 Thus, this numerical dis-
crepancy appears to be a common result associated to
study of angular dependencies in YBCO-type supercond
ors with correlated disorder.

Finally, it is relevant to note that Eq.~9! was derived for
thesingle vortex pinningregime, which occurs below a tem
perature dependent accommodation field4,23 B* (T),BF ,
while a large fraction of the data shown in Fig. 5 lies abo
this line, in thecollective pinningregime. Unfortunately, to
our knowledge there is no available expression forwL(H,T)
in the collective regime. Blatteret al.4 only argued that col-
lective effects should result in a reduction of the lock-
angle. The experimental fact is that Eq.~9! satisfactorily de-
scribes both the temperature and field dependence ofwL .
This suggests that, at least to a first approximation, collec
effects in the range of our measurements simply result i
different prefactor in Eq.~9!. Clearly, lock-in effects in the
collective regime deserve further theoretical study.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have measured the irreversible magnetization (M i) of
an ErBa2Cu3O72d single crystal with columnar defect
~CD!, using an alternative technique based on sample r
tion under a fixed magnetic field. The resultingM i(Q)
curves for several temperatures agreed very well with in
pendent hysteresis loop experiments, showing a peak in
CD direction at higher fields, while a very well defined pl
teau due to the lock-in of the vortices into the CD was o
served at lower fields. The lock-in angle satisfactorily fo
lows the field and temperature dependence predicted by
Bose-glass scenario.
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